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▲Making chips faster by cooling them
▽CryoCMOS
▽Superconducting single-quantum gates
▽Quantum computing

▲We set the operating conditions to beat the RC

What is cool out there?



Superconducting electronics

(c) Giovanni De Micheli 
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the SFQ SUBNEG microprocessor. Instruction memory and the controller (shown in gray) have not been implemented.

Fig. 4. Layout of SFQ SUBNEG microprocessor chip.

circuit simulations. The access time and power consumption of
a larger-scale circuit were estimated to be 200 ps and 5 mW,
respectively, for 16-Mb hybrid memory fabricated using the
7-nm FinFET process and the AIST Nb 10-kA/cm2 advanced
processes. Based on the latest International Roadmap for De-
vices and Systems [15], these estimates improve to about 150
ps and 4 mW. If cooling power is included [16], the total power
consumption of 16-Mb hybrid memory is estimated to be about
4 W. A further reduction in power consumption can be achieved
by using n-Tron devices [17] as bit-line drivers [18].

Our present target is the functional demonstration of an SFQ
processor with Josephson-CMOS hybrid memory performing
some practical calculations to show the feasibility of this tech-
nology. In this article, we present the first demonstration of an
SFQ microprocessor operating with Josephson-CMOS hybrid

Fig. 5. Optical micrograph of Josephson and CMOS chips connected by Al
wire bonding.

memory. A small one-instruction SFQ microprocessor compat-
ible with Josephson-CMOS hybrid memory was designed and
fabricated. We show the correct memory-access operations in
the SFQ microprocessor. The correct execution of an integer
sorting program is also demonstrated.

II. JOSEPHSON-CMOS HYBRID MEMORY

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the 64-kb Josephson-CMOS
hybrid memory used in this study [14]. The hybrid mem-
ory is composed of a 64-kb CMOS 8-transistor SRAM chip,
Josephson-CMOS interface circuits, and level-driven DC/SFQ
converters(LDDSs). The 64-kb SRAM consists of eight blocks,
each of which has 256-word 32-b memory cell arrays, for a
2048-b address space. The input signals for the hybrid memory

Authorized licensed use limited to: Giovanni De Micheli. Downloaded on November 16,2020 at 07:58:19 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 

[Hironaka et al., TAS 2020]

Classical computing

High operational speed
Dataflows operate in the 50-100 GHz range

Gates require clocking to operate 
Pipelined logic has to be balanced

Refrigeration (4 K) energy offsets power efficiency
Refrigeration technology is slowly improving



Quantum computing technologies

QC leverages superposition and entanglement
Support algorithms with lower complexity

A wide array of realization technologies
Superconductors, silicon, optics

Scaling and noise are still issues
Qubit count and coherence time are limited

Refrigeration to tenth of mK for noise reasons
Interfacing to host is complex

(c) Giovanni De Micheli 



▲A superconductor is a material where
▽ Resistivity vanishes and magnetic flux field is expelled
▽When below a critical temperature Tc

▲ Josephson junction - JJ 
▽ Superconducting wire interrupted by thin insulator
▽Nb/AlOx/Nb  or Al/AlOx/Al

▲Supercurrent Is = Ic sin(φ), where φ is the phase 
difference of electrodes wave functions

▲Critical current: Ic – max current in SC state

Superconductors and JJs

[Source: Dwave](c) Giovanni De Micheli 



▲ IBM ran a large SCE program until 1983
▽ The project failed because of the latching issue

▲ Several Japanese companies followed IBM’s path
▽ They improved the materials but still had latching issues

Some history

▲ Ib is slighly below Ic
▲ Iin makes the JJ be resistive
▲ A fast voltage transition 0 -> 1
▲ More difficult to reset JJ -- latching
▲ Slower transition 1 -> 0

Iin
Ib

Underdamped
Load

(c) Giovanni De Micheli 



▲Likharev radically changed to pulse-based signalling
▽ Single-flux quantum logic  SFQ
▽ Input is short pulse ⎰V(t)dt = φ0 = h/2e = 2.07 mv ps
▽ Load is overdamped
▽An output pulse is generated

Some history - Single-flux quantum SFQ

Ib

Overdamped
Load

Iin

Josephson transmission line

Ib IbIbIin

[Likharev et al., TAS, 91]
(c) Giovanni De Micheli 



▲Output pulse has fanout equal to 1
▽Splitter circuit – splitter trees

Fanout and Splitters

Ib

Ib

Iin

Ib

Splitter trees needed to handle high fanout 

(c) Giovanni De Micheli 



The S/R latch or SQUID
▲ Two persistent states 

▽ Corresponding to direction of current in loop J1 – L1 - J2
▽ Flux quantum

▲ Input sets to 1 – Clock resets to 0

(c) Giovanni De Micheli 



▲ Signal encoding: 1 = pulse -- 0 = no pulse
▲ Cell has two stable states:

▽ Direction of current flow in a loop
▲Operation:

▽ Inputs may change cell state (asynchronously)
▽ Inputs are evaluated when clock arrives
▽ Output is issued at end of clock
▽ Clock resets the state

Principles of combinational cells

Inputs are evaluated when clock is present

(c) Giovanni De Micheli 



Example of OR and AND

Combinational cells are more complex than registers

[Likharev – Stony Brook]
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▲Most variants are related to biasing the gates:
▽ RSFQ – Resistive/Rapid SFQ – Replace R with JJ [Likharev91]
▽ ERSFQ – Enery-Efficient SFQ – replace bias resistors with 

limiting JJ and L [Mukhanov 11]
▽ eSFQ – Merge bias and clock [Mukhanov 11]
▽ LV SFQ – Low-voltage bias (1mV)  [Tanaka 13]
▽ DSFQ – Dynamic (Self resetting) SFQ [Krylov 20]

▲ Adiabatic variants – AC bias
▽ RQL – Reciprocal Quantum Logic [Herr 11]
▽ AQFP – Adiabatic Quantum Flux Parametrom [Takeuchi 13]

The SFQ variants

(c) Giovanni De Micheli 



Achievements
KE et al.: DEMONSTRATION OF A 47.8 GHZ HIGH-SPEED FFT PROCESSOR USING SINGLE-FLUX-QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY 1300905

Fig. 4. Twiddle factor ROM sub-block diagram. The proposed ROM is de-
signed in a serial-in-parallel-out manner to reduce the I/O pads.

Fig. 5. Data buffer sub-block diagram. Two type of registers are introduced
in this design: 9-bit shift registers and 9-to-7 b round-down shift registers.

The Twiddle Factor ROM must output the corresponding
twiddle factor for every butterfly operation as shown in Fig. 1.
Therefore, the twiddle factors stored in the memory are in the
order ofW0,W2,W1,W3. The number of butterfly operations of
each processing stage is counted so that the correct twiddle factor
corresponding to the current butterfly operation can be output.
Additionally, this ROM is designed in a serial-in-parallel-out
manner to further reduce the I/O pads.

A data buffer (shown in Fig. 5) is used to store and reorder
data between different FFT processing stages because of the
existence of a feedback loop. The designed data buffer consists
of two types of shift registers. The first one is used to store
the 9-bit output after the butterfly operation (labeled as “9-bit
REG”) and the second one is used to round the 9-bit data down
to 7-bit for the next butterfly operation. The rounded 7-bit data is
then transferred to the output ports “OUT_A” and “OUT_B”. As
shown in Fig. 1, between different FFT stages, the input data has
to be reordered. Since the input and output data of the butterfly
operations are stored in the data buffer, it is also necessary to
set up a multiplexing network to sort the data after the butterfly
operation of each stage. The trapezium shaped objects shown in
Fig. 5 represent the multiplexers, whereas the inputs “sel0” and
“sel1” are the control signals to enable data flow into different
paths to achieve the data swapping (re-ordering).

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF A 7-BIT 8-POINT SFQ FFT

In a previous design, a 4-bit 8-point FFT was implemented due
to the limitation of the chip area [14]. The design cannot cope
with bit extension for carry operations, which limits the accuracy
of the FFT. In this study, we designed a low hardware-cost FFT
processor with an extendable data bit-length. Specifically, in
the previous design, a shuffling circuit was introduced to sort

Fig. 6. Die micrograph of the designed SFQ FFT processor. Design compo-
nents: high-speed clock generator, data buffer, SFQ-DC interface, input/output
register, twiddle factor ROM, butterfly ALU.

the data, which consists of four n-bit shift registers and two
multiplexers. In this design manner, not only extra hardware
costs but also extra execution time for data write operations
are required. To resolve this problem, we proposed a new data
buffer structure that can sort data more efficiently, as shown in
Fig. 5 and explained in section III. Thanks to this new structure,
the proposed design can reduce the hardware cost by about
40% compared to the previous design, and the data bit-length is
extended to 7-bit.

The design of a physical layout of the SFQ FFT processor has
been accomplished using a 1.0 µm 9-layer niobium process.
Fig. 6 shows the micrograph of the chip die. It consists of
17 445 Josephson junctions and occupies an area of 27.3mm2

(5.54 ! 4.92 mm). The total bias current is 2.113A.

A. Experimental Test Results

Multiple chips have been tested under low temperature at 4.2K
in liquid helium. Low-speed test signals are input to trigger the
on-chip high-speed clock generator, which can generate a serial
of clock pulses around 50GHz depending on the bias voltage
supply. The input data is first written in an input register at a
low frequency of 100kHz. After on-chip high-speed operation,
the output is stored in an output register for low-speed readout
(100kHz). The write-in and read-out operation is conducted from
room temperature testing devices.

Correct operation of the FFT processor is verified using many
sine wave sampling codes with an amplitude of 1 and a period of
8. Fig. 7 shows an example test result. In the output waveform, a
transition/flip of the voltage level represents an SFQ signal. For
every clock signal transition, if the data signal flips at the same
time, the output becomes “1,” otherwise the output remains “0”.
The upper 6 waveforms represent the low-speed write-in and
read-out clock signals together, real and imaginary part of input
x(0) and real part of input x(1) as the imaginary part of input x(1)

Authorized licensed use limited to: EPFL LAUSANNE. Downloaded on May 21,2021 at 08:03:57 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 

47 GHz SFQ FFT Processor [Ke et al.,2021]
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2.5 GHz 4-bit RISC [Ayala et al.,2021]



Fully synthesisized AMD 2901 [Amaru et al.,  2021]

Achievements

(c) Giovanni De Micheli 



▲SFQ circuits run at 50GHz
▲Adiabatic SCE circuits run at 5 GHZ
▲Circuits with more than 100’000 JJ realized
▲Energy consumption 2 orders less than CMOS
▲Efficiency of cooling mechanisms is low

Some ballpark numbers

(c) Giovanni De Micheli 

Comparison of Superconducting Logics

Logic Clock Freq. 
[GHz] Ebit / IcF0

Typical Ic
[mA]

EDP 
[aJ·ps]

CMOS 4 - - ~105

RSFQ [1] 50 19 150 120

eSFQ [2] 20 0.8 150 12
RQL [3] 10 0.33 150 10

LV-RSFQ [4] 20 3.5 150 54
AQFP [5] 5 0.0083 50 0.086

Quantum limit - - - 5.3×10-5

[1] X. Peng et al., IEICE Trans. Electron. E97.C, 188 (2014). 
[2] M. H. Volkmann et al., Supercond. Sci. Technol. 26, 015002 (2013). 
[3] Q. P. Herr et al., J. Appl. Phys. 109, 103903 (2011). 
[4] M. Tanaka et al., IEEE Trans. Appl. Supercond. 23, 1701104 (2013).
[5] N. Takeuchi et al., Supercond. Sci. Technol. 28, 015003 (2015).
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In

J1

Out

Ck In Ck Out

J2

▲Input is a current 
▲Direction of current encodes 1/0
▲Circuit has two loops

▽Either one is conducting – state 1/0

▲Input evaluated when clock is present
▽May force a gradual transition of conducting loop
▽Creates a corresponding output signal

AQFP -- Adiabatic quantum flux parametron

(c) Giovanni De Micheli 

[Goto 56]

[Yoshikawa, Ayala et al. Yokohama National University]



In

J1

Out

Ck In Ck Out

J2

▲Buffer
▽Output follows input

▲ Inverter
▽ Buffer where output coil is reversed

▲Majority gate
▽ Three buffers in parallel with an inductive coupler

▲Extensions:
▽ Logic  gates NPN-equivalent to majority
▽AND-2 and OR-2 by creating “constant buffers”

AQFP buffer and derivatives

(c) Giovanni De Micheli 



Adiabatic Quantum Flux Parametron (AQFP)

(c) Giovanni De Micheli 

Join

A CB

Ck Ck

<A,B,C>

buffer bufferbuffer

join Join

A CB

Ck Ck

<A,B,C>

buffer bufferbuffer

join

AC

Join

A C

Ck Ck
buffer buffer0

join



Logic design principles
▲Balancing:

▽When considering a logic network graph, all 
paths from inputs to any node have same length

▲Fanout:
▽All multiple fanout points need signal splitting

▲Logic optimization:
▽ Logic should be optimized by majority logic, 

especially when majority is native abstraction

(c) Giovanni De Micheli 



▲Assumption: splitters are not clocked in SFQ

Path balancing for SFQ
1301409 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON APPLIED SUPERCONDUCTIVITY, VOL. 28, NO. 7, OCTOBER 2018

Fig. 1. Logic synthesis flow in ABC from a circuit VHDL description to an SFQ circuit netlist, which will be further modified with clock-tree synthesis. Example
of a full adder is given at different stages of circuit synthesis. (i) standard cell mapping. Logic levels are mentioned for each cell. (ii) insertion of DFFs. (iii)
retiming and splitter insertion.

cells with more than two inputs, splitters with more than two
outputs, and a special cell that implements the commonly used
Boolean function of A + BC. We present advantages of these
cells by generating SFQ-specific netlists for several circuits with
and without the use of these complex cells. We also present our
work in the direction of reducing the number of splitters in the
clock distribution network with multiple fanout drive capability
for splitters.

II. CIRCUIT SYNTHESIS USING ABC

ABC is a growing open source software system written in
C language for synthesis and verification of binary sequential
logic circuits appearing in synchronous hardware designs [11].
Since a synchronous SFQ circuit is a fully gate-level pipelined
structure, this CMOS synthesis tool fits in very well with the
development of an SFQ logic/circuit synthesis tool. Though,
we follow a similar top–down design methodology presented in
various works, such as [15], our logic synthesis approach pre-
sented in Fig. 1 is ABC based and the flow has some differences.
Description of the flow is presented below.

A. Cell Library Specification and Circuit Mapping

A logic synthesis tool requires a cell library and a behavioral
or functional specification of the circuit to be synthesized. The
input cell library to the cell contains the list of available gates
for the technology along with their Boolean function and other
information, such as delay and area. Since we are focusing
on synchronous circuits here, all our gates will be considered
sequential in the final SFQ netlist, and the clock-to-Q delay
value of a gate is entered for the delay of the gate. For the
input circuit netlist, a Verilog HDL functional description of the

circuit-to-be-synthesized is given as input. Our basic cell library
contains 2-input AND, OR, XOR gates, inverter, and a DFF. With
the available functions of ABC, a given circuit will be mapped
to available gates in the cell library for optimal delay or for area
saving. At this point, the mapped circuit is still being treated as
a regular CMOS netlist.

B. Path-Balancing

Gate-level pipelining of an SFQ circuit requires the arrival of
a clock pulse for the operation of every cell in the circuit and the
availability of data inputs for each cell before this clock pulse
arrives to evaluate the cell. Hence, the distribution of clock pulse
to each cell synchronizing with the data flow of the circuit is
necessary for the correct operation of the circuit. One straight-
forward way to synchronize the clock distribution to each cell
with their input data arrival times is to insert calculated delays
in the clock distribution line for every connection between any
two cells in the circuit. With graph theory analogy to a circuit,
the above statement can be rewritten as clock distribution net-
work will have a similar graph as the circuit with a calculated
delay inserted on every edge based on the timing characteristics
of the nodes (cells) it is connecting. Delay is inserted for the
clock to arrive with a small delay after all the data inputs ar-
rive at a node. This clocking scheme is called clock-follow-data
scheme. In general, any flow-clocking needs to have carefully
designed timing for whole clock-distribution network [16], [19].
This may be easier to implement for a circuit that has a linear
structure. However, it will be a very difficult task for circuits
with many interconnections among their nodes (especially for
larger circuits).

Another way to synchronize the clock pulse distribution with
the data-flow is to path-balance the circuit by inserting a suitable

Authorized licensed use limited to: EPFL LAUSANNE. Downloaded on May 24,2021 at 07:45:01 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 

[Katam, Pedram, TAS18]
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▲Assumption: splitters are not clocked in SFQ
▲PBMap (based on AIG representation in ABC)

▽Given a node and its cuts
▽Best local solution minimizes the sum of cost of 

the children nodes plus cost of the inserted buffers
▽Proceed bottom up

▲For tree topologies gives optimum solution
▲For DAGs, it is a heuristic

▽Area-retiming can refine solution

Dynamic programming for SFQ

[Pasandi, Pedram, ICCAD 19]

(c) Giovanni De Micheli 



▲A splitter is a clocked buffer with a passive fork
▽ Inserting splitters imbalances a circuit
▽ Require additional buffers

▲Buffer-aware splitter insertion:
▽ Insert virtual splitters with arbitrary fanout
▽Decompose virtual splitters according to required 

arrival time at outputs
▽Map virtual splitters to splitters
▽Add buffers to balance the circuit

Splitter insertion for AQFP

[Cai et al., ICCD 19]

Clock in phase 1

Clock in phase 4

Clock in phase 2

Clock in phase 2

Clock in phase 3

Clock in phase 4

Clock in phase 3

Clock in phase 1

Data Input

Data Output

AQFP
Logic Block

Phase 3 (clock in)

Phase 1 (data out)

Phase 1 (clock in)

Phase 2 (clock in)

Phase 3 (data out)

Phase 2 (data out)

Phase 4 (clock in)

Phase 4 (data out)

Data Input

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  1 clock cycle

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a). 4-phase clocking scheme for AQFP circuits; (b). Data propagation
between neighbouring clock phases.

the former kind is more preferred in AQFP technology logic
design.

B. AQFP Data Synchronization

The AC-power in AQFP logic does not only drive AQFP
logic gates, but also serves as clock signal to synchronize
the outputs of all gates in the same clock phase. Therefore,
data propagation in AQFP circuits requires overlapping of
clock signals from neighboring phases. Fig. 3 presents an
example of typical clocking scheme of AQFP circuits and
data flow between neighboring clock phases. Such clock-based
synchronization characteristic also requires that all inputs for
each gate should have the same delay (clock phases) from the
primary inputs. Consequently, splitters and buffers are needed
in AQFP circuits for proper data propagation.

FullAdder

Majority

Majority

Majority
A

B

C

SUM

COUT

Splitter

Bu�er
Splitter

Splitter

Splitter

Bu�er

Bu�er

Fig. 4. Full adder implementation in AQFP

An AQFP circuit may contain a huge portion of splitters
and buffers. This is partially due to the fact that the fan-out
capability of splitters is limited by the standard library, which
is usually 3 or 4. Therefore, a fan-out with many outputs can
results in a splitter tree, which may also introduce extra delay.
As shown in Fig. 4, a full adder implementation in AQFP has
nearly half of its resource occupied by buffers and splitters,
which is also the optimum amount inserted for this simple
logic. As the complexity of circuit increases, buffer and splitter
insertion can be very challenging.

C. Logic Synthesis for AQFP

An AQFP design flow has been proposed in [13]. This
design flow uses the open-source yosys [19] for logic syn-
thesis with AQFP standard cell library. For buffer and splitter
insertion, it uses a post-synthesis script to add buffers and
splitters on top of the netlist derived by yosys. However, the
buffer and splitter insertion method implemented is a straight-
forward method with no optimization, which could lead to
unnecessary introduced extra space and delay.

In this paper, we would like to propose a new buffer and
splitter method with optimization. Similar to the previously
proposed method, the method proposed in this paper is to be
executed on top of the netlist synthesised with AQFP standard
cell library using the open-source yosys[19] logic synthesis
tool.

III. BUFFER AND SPLITTER INSERTION

A. Overview

As discussed in section II-B, all inputs connected to a given
gate must have the same data arrival time, therefore, all fan-
outs must be connected from physical splitters for each branch
to propagate individually. The key tasks for this framework
are inserting splitters for fan-outs and adding buffers for data
synchronization, which can be implemented in an intuitive
approach by firstly inserting splitters/splitter trees at all fan-
out locations then adding buffers to level all uneven data
arrivals. However, this does not guarantee good solution. As
the maximum fan-out capability of the splitters is limited by
the library, large fan-outs can not be directly replaced with
splitters. Simply breaking down large fan-outs into splitter-
trees can easily introduce extra delay, which could require
more buffers to be inserted at later stage. Therefore, it is
important to implement a more effective method to break-
down large fan-outs to introduce the minimum extra delay
before adding buffers to fill the void of other uneven paths.

The proposed method is capable of achieving balanced delay
by inserting the minimum amount of buffers and splitters
to any given gate-level netlist. It is based on three key
observations:

• The system delay can be determined once all splitters
are fixed. While buffers are only used to fill the void
for uneven paths, splitters are inserted to handle fan-outs
and consequently introduce new unbalanced path on top
of the raw netlist. Therefore, after splitters insertion, the
netlist timing structure is locked, awaiting buffers to be
filled to the unbalanced paths. As mentioned above, an
effective large fan-outs breakdown strategy is essential
to guarantee minimum extra delay to be introduced, and
consequently good solution.

• As discussed in section II-B, a splitter, regardless of its
fan-out capability, shares the same physical resources as
a splitter. Therefore, nested splitters should be always
preferred over a single splitter parenting buffers. For
example, as illustrated in Fig. 5, a four-output splitter with
two of its outputs each connecting to a buffer should be

���

Authorized licensed use limited to: EPFL LAUSANNE. Downloaded on May 24,2021 at 09:38:25 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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A novel algorithm will be presented at DAC 2022



▲Majority logic axioms
▽Sound and complete
▽Reachability property

▲Algebraic methods
▽Rewriting

▲Boolean methods
▽Exploit redundancy of majority function
▽Boolean substitution

Majority logic synthesis

(c) Giovanni De Micheli 
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▲A new set of interesting problems
▽ Inductors are the limit in placement

▲Wiring can be done by passive or Josephson 
transmission lines
▽Relatively less critical for speed (compared to CMOS)

▲Clock routing is complicated
▽Because of reaching out to all gates

▲Adiabatic realizations are even more complex
▽Power and clock routing

What is in for physical design ?



▲There is strong evidence that SCE circuits can 
provide us with:
▽ Faster computing
▽Higher energy-efficient computation

▲Current limitations are:
▽ Scalability to larger realizations
▽ Lack of EDA design tools and open libraries
▽ Cooling systems

▲The technical difficulties are surmountable 
and new opportunities are in reach

Conclusions

(c) Giovanni De Micheli 
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